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Annex 1. MOVit wheelchair with raspberry pi
controlled using GripAble devices

To extrapolate the control of the car explained to the MOVit wheelchair it is necessary to
change the control signals of the programs because it uses a R-net Omni device to control
the wheelchair motors, it is necessary to connect a D-sub 9 wire with specific signals [1].

The control is done with two signals, the “speed” determines if the wheelchair moves
forward or backward and the “direction” signal determines the distribution of velocity
between the right and left wheels to move in a straight line or turn. The objective is to
substitute the actual hardware control system shown in Figure 1 surrounded by the red
square by the new one developed based on the Raspberry Pi 4B surrounded by the green
square. This new control system would reduce the energy consumption of the batteries
and increase the portability of the system due to the compatibility with other powered
wheelchairs.

Figure 1. Comparison between hardware control systems.
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A1. 1. MOVit control hardware

The power source of the Raspberry Pi are the batteries of the wheelchair, to connect to
them it is necessary to incorporate a DC-DC Buck Converter ANGEEK with usb output.
The switch HEESCHEN controls the energy supply of the Raspberry and also the driver
Hl298N which is powered with 9 V reduced with a MAGT Buck Converter. The driver
signals are similar to the MOVit Lite control having small differences due to it not being the
same driver, this one has to enable signals one for each motor output.

To send the control signals to the wheelchair R-net Omni controller is used a D'Sub9 wire,
this device is used for security reasons to not access directly to the motors, the red cable
is connected to the direction pin which determines the wheelchair turn. The yellow cable is
connected to the speed signal which determines the wheelchair direction. From the violet
wire are supplied 12 V from the Omni controller and it is necessary to reduce to 6 V with
another MAGT Buck Converter to be sent again to the Omni controller as reference using
the blue cable. All these connections mentioned are presented in the schematic attached
in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Schematic of the MOVit wheelchair control system.
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In order to protect the schematic previously commented and to attach it to the back of the
wheelchair substituting the actual hardware, is designed a piece in SolidWorks which
englobes all the components as it is observable in Figure 3. In this figure is also presented
the physical appearance with all the components.

Figure 3. a) MOVit control SolidWorks design.b)and c) Physical appearance.

In order to attach the GripAble devices to the arms of the MOVit wheelchair it is necessary
to print some attachment pieces shown in Figure 4 the SolidWorks design on the left and
the physical appearance on the right.

Figure 4. a) GripAble attachment SolidWork design. b) Physical appearance.
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A1. 2. MOVit control modes

The control programs of the MOVit wheelchair follow the same structure as the MOVit
Lite, with the same two exercises implying the same muscles, the difference is located in
the control signals. As it was commented that the speed and direction depend on their
values respect the reference signal of 6 V. If the speed value is higher than the reference
the chair starts moving forward and if it lower backwards. This performance is the same
with the direction signal, if the direction value is higher than the reference it turns right if it
is lower turn left [1]. The maximum values are 7,2 V and the minimum 4,8 V.

The complete codes are uploaded as the MOVit Lite ones in the github repository [2], in
the next section the programs are commented and it is shown the block diagram with the
main behaviour of the systems.

A1. 2. 1. MOVit control mode

As it was explained the control of the MOVit Lite the muscles implied in this exercise are
Deltoideus Anterior and Posterior, Teres Major and Triceps. In order to keep the
wheelchair without movement it is required to send the same voltage as the reference one
(6 V). To compute the control signals is used the accelerations of both GripAble devices
and then is transformed between 0 and 1,2 V which is the range of voltage accepted by
the Omni wheelchair controller datasheet [1].

If the wheelchair is in forward direction the mean value of both GripAble accelerations is
added to the reference value and it is subtracted in the backward movement. The direction
control has the same architecture, Figure 5 shows the block diagram of this program.
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Figure 5. Block diagram of the MOVit program of the wheelchair.

A1. 2. 2. Joystick control mode

The joystick program of the wheelchair follows the same behaviour as the MOVit Lite
being the muscles implied in this exercise are the forearm ones. The difference with the
MOVit Lite program is presented in the control signals, the vertical inclination determines
the voltage to send to the speed signal and the horizontal one the direction. To make the
wheelchair spin in place it is necessary to bend the GripAble perpendicularly to the right or
left avoiding inclination to the front or back. Figure 6 shows the block diagram of this
program.
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Figure 6. Block diagram of the joystick program of the wheelchair.
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